When it comes to providing logistics services to the eye banking, laboratory and corneal transplant sectors, Axis Global Logistics understands that time and the integrity of each shipment is of the utmost concern. If this delicate and perishable cargo is not delivered precisely where and when it is needed and handled in strict accordance with prescribed guidelines, the consequences can be life-altering.

That’s why so many decision-makers in these fields turn to Axis for their logistics services. They know that – since there are no second chances – they need a logistics partner that specializes in the handling of these types of critical shipments – one that has industry-leading systems in place to ensure that the precious gift of sight is delivered on-time and in pristine condition.

Axis provides logistics solutions that optimize costs and efficiency and offer visibility and control – solutions built on global capabilities, industry-leading technology and the highest-possible degree of personal service.

Most importantly, however, Axis recognizes the critical nature of the work that you do and your highly-specialized needs when it comes to logistics services.

Service Highlights:

- **Time-critical** transportation services.
- **Network of Axis agents** who are experts in these exacting procedures; agents who stay in close contact with clients to maintain efficiency and eliminate potential problems.
- **Flexible, around-the-clock** collection and delivery.
- ** Expedited delivery** via our Next Flight Out, Air Charter and On-Board Courier services.
- **Comprehensive paperwork assistance:** customs clearance (pre-clearance when possible), permit applications, authorizations, documentation.
General Services:

- **Global capabilities:** offices and warehouse and distribution facilities across the U.S., Canada, Europe and Asia and more than 800 Axis agents worldwide.
- **Industry-leading technology:** Axis-Trak provides real-time access to your shipment status.
- **Automatic POD notification:** you will know when your shipment arrives.
- **Personal service:** whenever and wherever you need us.

Axis is proud to provide logistics support to the eye banking, laboratory and corneal transplant sectors. Please contact us for additional information.

Sales Inquiries: 800-995-2210
Email: globalfirst@axisg.com
Web: www.axisg.com
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